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STUDY OF APPLICATIONS
OF A TRACKINGFILTER
TO STABILIZE
LARGE FLEXIBLE LAUNCHVEHICLES
David C. Cunningham
Robert L. Schaeperkoetter
Sperry Phoenix Company
Division of Sperry Rand Corporation
Phoenix, Arizona
INTRODUCTION
This report presents a technical summary of the work done
during Phase I of Contract NAS8-20080. The purpose of the study
was to develop an adaptive control system for the stabilization
of structural bending modes in flexible launch vehicles. The
adaptive portion of the control system utilizes an adaptive
tracking filter developed by the Sperry Phoenix Company.
The program was divided into two basic areas of investigation.
The first area involved a detailed analysis of the adaptive
tracking filter. Results of this investigation include informa-
tion which defines the operating characteristics of the filter
and the development of techniques for improving the performance
of the filter. The second area of investigation was studying
the application of the adaptive tracking filter for stabilizing
the first two bending modes of a flexible launch vehicle. To
accomplish this, analytical studies and computer simulations were
performed to design and evaluate two separate adaptive control
systems for the Saturn IB, SA-201 launch vehicle. The first of
these configurations provides gain stabilization of the first
two structural bending modes; the second configuration provides
phase stabilization of these two modes.
The purpose of this report is to present a description of the
work accomplished, the technical results obtained, and the con-
clusions and recommendations resulting from the study. The body
of this report is divided into two sections; the first section
covers the analysis of the adaptive tracking filter, and the
second section covers the application studies.
SUMMARY
The study of applications of the adaptive tracking filter to
launch vehicle structural bending mode stabilization has been
divided into two basic areas of investigation: l) determination
of the static and dynamic characteristics of the adaptive track-
ing filter, and 2) application of the adaptive tracking filter to
the specific problem of gain- and phase-stabilizing the first two
bending modes of the S-IB-201 launch vehicle.
The frequency tracking technique is based on detecting the
phase angle between the input signal and a reference signal. The
reference signal is obtained from a tunable second-order filter
which is driven by the input signal. The phase angle of the
reference signal is a function of the frequency of the input and
the filter natural frequency, and the rate of change of the filter
natural frequency is made proportional to the output of the phase
detector. When the filter frequency equals the input frequency,
the input and reference signals differ in phase by 90 degrees and
a null condition exists at the phase detector output.
Dynamic analysis of the frequency adjustment loop has shown
that the response of the filter natural frequency to a small
change in input frequency is essentially that of a flrst-order
lag network. (For large changes in frequency, the tracking
response becomes nonlinear.) Because the response is exponential,
frequency identification time is defined as the time required for
the filter to track to 9_ percent of its final value. For several
frequency tracking system configurations and a single frequency
input, equations have been derived for the 95 percent tracking
time. With a multiple frequency input, the tracking time must be
obtained using numerical integration.
Static analysis of the adaptive tracking filter has included
the determination of output harmonics for both single and multiple
frequency inputs. Harmonics are introduced through modulation of
the control signals by high frequency components in the frequency
tracking system. With a notch configuration, the predominant
harmonic at the filter output is the third harmonic of the input
signal frequency and is proportional to the tracking-loop gain.
For a given application, the limiting value of this gain will be
determined by the maximum allowable harmonic content of the filter
output.
A detailed analysis was made of the multiple frequency input
case to determine the frequency tracking error and the frequency
discrimination of the system. For this study, it was assumed that
only two predominant frequency components were present in the
input signal. The equation for a null condition to exist in the
frequency adjustment loop was derived, and a digital computer pro-
gram was written to solve the equation for the equilibrium filter
natural frequency. The filter may, under certain conditions,
track to a location near one or the other input frequencies, de-
pending on its initial frequency. The availability of several
reference signals for use in the frequency tracking system per-
mits the filter to be designed to favor either the high or the low
input frequency.
The damping ratio of the second-order filter pole has a sig-
nificant influence on the frequency discrimination of the system.
Lower damping ratios result in a more sharply tuned system which
provides better discrimination; however, there is usually a con-
flicting requirement for using larger damping ratios to obtain
more desirable characteristics for the control loop compensation.
The conflicting requirements on the selection of the damping ratio
would be eliminated if the tracking filter were configured to use
two separate filters that were frequency slaved, in lieu of the
single filter which must accomplish both identification and
control.
Application studies of two adaptive tracking filters were
conducted. The S-IB-201 launch vehicle configuration was used in
these studies. The first three bending modes, fourth and fifth
cluster modes, and the SIV-B Lox tank slosh mode were included in
the vehicle model.
A basic control system using first and second mode adaptive
tracking filters was developed. Except for the difference in the
bending mode compensation in the attitude and the attitude rate
loop, the adaptive system is the same as the conventional S-IB-201
vehicle control system. Fixed compensation consisting of a single
four-radian lag network is used to provide gain stabilization of
higher frequency bending and cluster modes. The requirement for
this fixed compensation exists regardless of whether the first two
bending modes are gain- or phase-stabillzed.
For phase stabilization, the first and second bending mode
adaptive tracking filters were configured as second-order, lag-
lead networks. For gain stabilization, two notch filter con-
figurations were used.
Fixed-point trajectory studies were conducted which demon-
strated that both of the above configurations are capable of
providing the required stabilization for nominal first and second
bending mode parameters. Rigid body stability margins obtained
with both the gain- and phase-stabilization configuration des
scribed above are essentially the same as those obtained with the
conventional S-IB-201 control system.
A real-time trajectory simulation study was also conducted.
In addition to evaluating the performance of the adaptive tracking
filter in a dynamically changing vehicle environment, the effect
of structural mode parameter variations on overall performance was
ascertained. During evaluation of the phase-stabilization config-
uration, a tendency for the first mode adaptive tracking filter to
track to the propellant slosh frequency was noted. This tendency
was minimized by adding high-pass filters at both demodulator in-
puts to improve the frequency discrimination of the tracking
filters.
The results of both analytical and simulation studies have
verified that the objective of gain- and phase-stabilizingthe
first two bending modes using adaptive tracking filters has been
accomplished. As a result of the combined effect of control
sensor location, rigid body characteristics, and control system
lags, the rigid body stability is basically the same for both the
adaptive control system and the conventional control system. The
adaptive system does show an advantage over the conventional sys-
tem in that it maintains a more stable system for the bending
modes whenever the bending mode parameters vary. The overall loop
gain, however, is limited by the rigid body stability and not by
the stability of the bending modes.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ADAPTIVE TRACKING FILTER
The adaptive tracking filter is a second-order compensator
which is capable of adaptively changing its natural frequency to
coincide with the frequency of the predominant harmonic component
of its input. It is comprised of a tunable second-order filter
and a frequency tracking system. Figure I presents some typical
transfer functions which may be realized with the adaptive track-
ing filter_ Tb,se transfer functions are obtained by summing
selected signals from the circuit used to develop the tunable
second-order filter. This is shown in figure 2, where the _'s
determine the coefficients in the numerator polynomial of the
transfer function generated. For example, if ha = _c = I and
_b = O, the notch characteristic of figure la is obtained.
The frequency tracking system adjusts the natural frequency
of the tunable second-order filter by integrating a frequency
error signal generated by a demodulator and supplying this to two
_p multipliers in the second-order filter. The frequency error
signal is produced by using a demodulator to detect the phase
shift between the input and a reference signal obtained from the
second-order filter. This reference signal is selected to have
a phase characteristic which is a function of the ratio of the
existing filter natural frequency (_p) and the frequency of the
input (_a). When these two frequencies are the same, the phase
shift of the reference is 90 degrees, and the average demodulator
output is zero.
Characteristics of the tunable second-order filter are
described first, followed by analyses of the operation of the
adaptive tracking filter for single and multiple frequency inputs.
Characteristics of the Tunable Second-0rder Filter
The differential equation of the tunable second-order filter
is derived for a general time-varying filter natural frequency in
Appendix A.
mp eou t + • " _3(2_p_ - _p) eout + P eout
= la°_3 ein + (Ibep - kc_p ) ein + _cC°p "ein
7
If the natural frequency of the filter is constant, this
equation reduces to the general second-order transfer function.
Ac $2 + AbCOpS + Aa_ p
G(s,cop) : 2 2
S + 2_pcopS + COp
Gain and phase characteristics for specific values of ha,
Xb, and _c are illustrated in figure 1. Figures la and lb repre-
sent the notch and complex lag-lead networks which were used in
the application studies.
Figures lc, d, and e present transfer functions which may be
used to produce demodulator reference signals. Selection of a
particular demodulator reference is determined by the setting of
switches SI and $2 shown in figure 2.
S1
Closed
Open
Closed
$2
Open
Closed
Closed
Demodulator Reference
Transfer Function
"high-pass", figure Ic
"low-pass", figure Id
"all-pass", figure le
The transfer functions shown in figures If and Ig represent
all-pass and band-pass configurations which can also be obtained
with the adaptive tracking filter.
Single Frequency Input Analysis
This section presents the results of an analysis of the adap-
tive tracking filter for the case where the input signal contains
a single frequency.
ein = A sin (_a t + @a )
8
Throughout the analysis of the tracking filter system, a quasi
steady-state condition is assumed in which the transient response
of the tunable second-order filter is neglected. Thus, the ampli-
tudes and phase angles of signals appearing in the second-order
filter are found by evaluating steady-state transfer functions at
the instantaneous filter natural frequency. Analog verification
of the analysis has indicated this assumption to be valid for the
values of the various system parameters considered in this study.
Characteristics of the F_equency m--_^Ir_. C_To+_ _
types of demodulators have been considered which are capable of
detecting the phase angle between the input and reference signals.
Figure 3 illustrates the operation of these demodulators when the
natural frequency of the second-order filter is less than the
input signal frequency. The reference signal, in this case, leads
the input by an angle _ which is between zero and 90 degrees.
(See figure lc, d, e.) Figure 3 indicates that the average out-
put of each demodulator is positive. Since the integral of this
signal is proportional to the natural frequency of the second-
order filter, the positive average output means that the filter
frequency is increasing.
The output of each demodulator may be approximated by the
first two terms of its Fourier expansion. (This representation
is exact for the multiplier demodulator with a sinusoidal input.)
Table 1 lists the Fourier coefficients obtained when the inputs to
the demodulators are:
ein = A sin _a t
er = C sin (_a t + _)
Note that when the phase angle _ is 90 degrees (filter natural
frequency equal to input signal frequency), the average output
is zero, and the component at twice the input frequency is a
maximum.
The amplitude C and phase angle _ of the reference are
obtained by evaluating the transfer function relating the refer-
ence to the input G(s,_p) at the input signal frequency
(s = J_a)- Table 2 summarizes the amplitude and phase angle
obtained for each of the three demodulator reference transfer
functions. Substituting these expressions into the average de-
modulator output equations (table 1), a relationship is obtained
which relates the frequency ratio (_p/_a), to the dc signal
generated by the frequency tracking system. This relationship is
given in table 3 for the nine possible combinations of demodula-
tors and demodulator reference transfer functions. Note that the
frequency error characteristics of the chopper and double chopper
demodulators are independent of the reference signal selected.
Figures 4 through 8 are normalized plots of these functions for
several values of the filter pole damping ratio _p.
The demodulator output is related to the rate of change of
the adaptive tracking filter natural frequency by the tracking
gain Ka, and the tracking time can be obtained from the frequency
error functions using:
_p(t2)t 2 - t I =
p(t I )
f_po(t2 )
___Id_p _ I. d_po
_p J_po(tl ) _po
In the second integral above, the subscript "o" is used to indi-
cate that the second (and higher) harmonics are neglected.
Equations have been derived for the tracking time associated
with the multiplier type of demodulator. These are presented in
table 4 and are plotted in figures 9, lO, and ll to provide a
graphical solution for the time required for the frequency track-
ing system to track to 95 percent of its final value. Given the
ratio of the initial filter frequency to the input frequency
(_/_a) = X the identification time can be computed by multi-
plying the value given in the appropriate figure f(X) by
(2_a/A2Ka). (Note that the symmetry of figures 4, 3, and 6 is
not carried through to figures 9, 10, and ll.)
Figures 12a and b are analog computer recordings showing the
adaptive tracking filter tracking from 1 to 2 radians per second
and from 2 to 1 radians per second, respectively. In both
recordings A = l, Ka = O.1, and < = 0.2. From figure 9 the
95 percent tracking time is computed Eo be
T(I to 1.9) (2)(2) (o.3W)(I)(O.I) = 13.6 seconds
T(2 to 1.0_) - = (2)(1)
A2K (1)(O.1)
a
(1.69) = 33.8 seconds
lO
These values are verified by the actual response. The ripple
which is present on both runs is the second harmonic of the
input frequency.
A linearized model of the frequency tracking system has been
derived which hold for small changes in the frequency of the in-
put signal. Assuming perturbations in the input and filter
natural frequencies and neglecting products of perturbation leads
to the linear variational equation.
5_Opo = _Opo
_a=_po=O0o _a=_Opo_Oo
For each of the nine combinations of demodulators and demodu-
lator reference transfer functions, the linearized model is a
first-order lag with unity static gain. Table 5 presents the time
constants, which are functions of the equilibrium frequency Co"
The response of the actual frequency tracking system is compared
in figure 13 with the response of the linearized model, when its
time constant is evaluated at the initial and final filter natural
frequencies.
Harmonic Analysis.- The second harmonic of the input fre-
quency is generated by the demodulator and represents a "jitter"
of the tunable second-order filter's natural frequency. The
effect of this jitter is to modulate control signals shaped by
the adaptive tracking filter. An analysis was undertaken to
determine the magnitude of the harmonics thus introduced into the
control signals.
For steady-state conditions, the output can be expressed as a
Fourier series with undetermined coefficients. After substituting
this series into the time-varying system differential equation, a
recursion formula is developed by equating the coefficients of
terms having the same frequency. This relationship is written in
band matrix form and solved on a digital computer.
The harmonics generated by the Jitter at twice the frequency
of the input is a special case of the more general problem which
occurs when the input contains two frequency components. Details
of the analysis of this multiple frequency input case are pre-
sented in Appendix A.
ll
For a notch configuration employing the multiplier type of
demodulator and the high-pass demodulator reference transfer
function, the digital program was used to compute the magnitude
of the first nine harmonics for various values of input and adap-
tive tracking filter parameters. The third harmonic is predomi-
nant, and the variation of its amplitude with the amplitude and
frequency of the input, tracking gain, and damping ratio of the
second-order filter pole, is shown in figures 14, 15, 16, and 17,
respectively. From these and similar curves plotted for the other
harmonics, the functional dependence of the various components
of the output were determined graphically.
The general expression for the harmonics generated by the
notch is:
th
Peak Amplitude of n
harmonic in adaptive
tracking notch output
ClASK2a
4_2
C°a p
n-1
c AnK 2
n a
n-I
(°(n-l)_pa 2
O
n=l
n- 3,5,7,'"
n = 0,2,4,...
n C
n
I 0.2906 x 10 -2
3 o.3o9_ x lO-1
0.4963 x 10 -3
7 0.4926 x 10 -5
9 0.4009 x lO -7
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Multiple Frequency Input Analysis
This section presents the results of an analysis of the adap-
tive tracking filter for the case where the input contains two
frequency components.
ein = A sin (_a t + ea) + B sin (_b t + 9b)
As in the single frequency input case, +_ a_,_t_ _ m_
that the transient response of the second-order filter can be
neglected.
Accuracy of Frequency Tracking System.- Static accuracy of
the adaptive tracking filter has been determined by assuming
steady-state conditions in the filter for an input containing two
frequencies. The coordinate system shown in figure 18 is con-
venient for depicting the equilibrium location of the second-order
filter's natural frequency relative to the two input frequencies.
The horizontal center line represents _po = _a and the vertical
centerline _ o = _b. The quadrants formed by these axes deter-
mine the relative size of _a, _b, and _po as given by the
inequalities shown on the figure. With these coordinates, the
diagonal lines with negative slopes are the loci of constant input
frequency ratio _b/_a. Straight lines with slope k passing
through the (1,1) point represent a frequency tracking function
of the form:
_po = [_a_k] (1/k+l)
The diagonal axis labeled (_b/_a), for example, is the geometric
mean frequency
_0po =
The filter frequency is determined by setting the expression
for the average demodulator output equal to zero. With a multi-
plier type demodulator, the average demodulator output can be
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determined by superpositi0n , since all cross terms represent sig-
nals with zero average value. A high-pass demodulator reference
results in the following sixth-order polynomial equation for
C ) (a  2222
-A2ea2 _ B2COb2 Co6po + A2m + 2A2ma2a_2 - '+_ %pmacob + B2m
,._2 2 2 ,..-,2,,,2 2 2_ 4 / 2A 2 4 2 ,.,,2,.,2 4 2 .2 2 4
+ z_ _aC0b - _ qp_acobJ _po + _- Coacob + _A _pcoaCOb - A Coacob
C0 •
po
) /.2 B22 2 4 ,_2_2 2 4 _2 4 2 co2 + _A _a_b C°a b) = 0-2B _a_b + z _p_a_b - _acob po +
Figure 19 is a plot of the positive real roots of this equation
for an input having equal amplitude frequency components, and a
filter pole damping ratio of 0.2. 0nly the first quadrant of
figure 18 is shown. The intersection of a curve with the diagonal
corresponding to the given input frequency ratio determines the
filter frequency. For (cob/_a) less than 5.6, only one stable
filter location exists independent of the initial frequency of the
filter. The solution is near Cob. When _b/_a is greater than
_.6, the filter will track toward _b or 8a, depending on
whether the initial filter frequency is above or below the dashed
line shown. The arrows in the figure indicate the tracking path.
It is possible to arrange the adaptive tracking filter to favor
the lower frequency (_a) by use of the low-pass demodulator
reference transfer function.
In figure 20, the filter pole damping ratio has been decreased
to 0.0_. The critical frequency ratio is 1.15 indicating con-
siderable improvement in frequency discrimination.
No analytical solution has been found for the frequency track-
ing accuracy when demodulators other than the multiplier are used.
Tests have been run, however, which indicate that the chopper type
generally shows better frequency discrimination capability than
the multiplier. It has also been noted that, with the chopper
demodulator, the filter equilibrium frequency is dependent on the
phase angle between the two frequency components of the input,
when the input frequency ratio is an odd integer.
The order of magnitude of improvement is illustrated in
figures 21 and 22. These are analog computer recordings comparing
the tracking response of the chopper and multiplier demodulator
configurations when the adaptive tracking filter frequency is
initially high (figure 21) and low (figure 22). The recordings
of the multiplier demodulator also verify figure 20.
Frequency Identification Time.- Tracking time for an input
containing two frequencies can be determined using the same tech-
nique that was applied in the single frequency input case. For a
multiplier type of demodulator, the average demodulator output,
edo = &po/Ka, can be obtained using superposition of the fre-
quency errors produced by the two frequenc_ components of the
input applied separately. Figures 23 and 24 illustrate the fre-
quency error functions obtained with inputs of the form:
ein = A(sin eat + sin 2_at) and ein = A(sin eat + sin 3mat)
The amplitudes and frequencies of both components of the input
were normalized, and the high-pass demodulator reference was
assumed for these figures. Zero crossings correspond to the
equilibrium filter natural frequencies given in figure 19.
Similar frequency error characteristics for the chopper and double
chopper demodulators must be obtained using either digital or
analog simulation, since superposition does not apply.
Effective identification time is obtained using:
ep (t 2 )
t2 _ tl = _l_ dCOp
J°_p(t I ) &p
[ cOp° (t2) I depo7---
Jmpo(t l) mpo
The time required for the adaptive tracking filter to track
to 95 percent of its final value has been computed for the error
characteristics given in figure 23 and is plotted in figure 25
forofth_ p = 0.2 and in figure 26 for _p = 0.1. Given the ratio
initial filter natural frequency to the lower input fre-
quency (co/Ca) = X the tracking time is computed by multi-
plying the-va_ue of the function f(X), given in figure 25 or
26, by (_a/ALKa) .
Harmonic Analysis.- With two frequencies present in the input
to the adaptive tracking filter, the output of a multiplier type
of demodulator contains the sum, difference, and second harmonics
of both input frequencies. This "jitter" creates a complex modu-
lation of the control signals shaped by the tunable second-order
filter. The difference term is likely to be predominant due to
the gain characteristic of the integrator in the frequency track-
ing system.
An analysis was undertaken to evaluate the effect of the
tracking Jitter on the transmission of the filter. Details of
this study are presented in Appendix A. The result of the analy-
sis is a digital computer program which computes the magnitude of
the various harmonics and subharmonics in the filter output.
Test cases have been run for equal amplitude frequency components?
and preliminary results are summarized in table 6.
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APPLICATION TO THE S-IB-201 BENDING STABILIZATION PROBLEM
Application studies were performed to demonstrate the ability
of two adaptive tracking filters to both gain- and phase-stabilize
the first two bending modes of the S-IB-201 launch vehicle. To
meet this objective, two control systems using first and second
mode tracking filters were designed and evaluated.
The vehicle model used for the application studies is the
S-IB-201 configuration pictured in figure 27. The vehicle equa-
tions and data for the S-IB-201 vehicle were supplied by Marshall
Space Flight Center and are summarized in Appendix B.
Fixed-point simulation and analytical studies were conducted
at launch, maximum dynamic pressure, burnout, and points of con-
trol system gain change. The flight times corresponding to these
trajectory points are summarized in table 7 along with the domi-
nant structural modes at each time. Propellant slosh effects
were not included during initial point studies, although later
studies were based on a vehicle model which included the SIV-B
Lox tank mode.
A real-time launch trajectory simulation study was conducted
in addition to the fixed-point studies. The vehicle model used
for this study included the first three bending modes, the fourth
and fifth cluster modes, and the SIV-B Lox tank slosh mode.
Design Philosophy
The objective of any flight control system design, whether
conventional or adaptive, is to provide good rigid body response
while providing acceptable stability margins with respect to
parameter uncertainties and variations. Structural mode stabili-
zation must be considered from the point of view of meeting this
overall objective. The design philosophy adopted during the
application studies reflects this point of view.
Control Sensor Location.- The control sensors of the S-IB-201
configuration are located in the Instrument Unit as shown in
figure 27. As reported in NASA memo no. R-ASTR-F-6_-6, this
location was selected as a compromise based on practical consid-
erations. At this location, the phase of the first two bending
signals detected by the attitude and attitude rate sensors is
destabilizing. This situation is further aggravated by the large
magnitude of the first and second bending mode slopes. The adap-
tive tracking filter application studies were based on this con-
trol sensor location.
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Bending Mode Stabilization.- Two approaches to the bending
mode stabilization problem are gain and phase stabilization. A
gain stabilization approach requires that the control system
provide enough attenuation at the bending mode frequencies to
ensure system stability regardless of the bending mode phase.
A phase stabilization approach, on the other hand, is aimed at
actively controlling the bending mode. To accomplish this, the
control system must provide both the proper gain and phase
characteristics at the bending mode frequency to obtain a closed
loop damping of the mode greater than its open loop damping.
Both gain and phase stabilization approaches were used in the
application studies. Two adaptive tracking filter configurations
were established: one for gain stabilization of the first two
bending modes; the second for phase stabilization of these modes.
A gain stabilization approach was adopted for higher bending and
cluster modes.
Ground Rules.- In view of the overall control system design
objectives, the following ground rules were established for the
application studies:
• Maintain rigid body performance levels achieved by the
conventional control system used in the S-IB-201 vehicle.
• Establish first and second mode tracking filter configu-
rations for both gain and phase stabilization of the first
two bending modes.
• Provide gain stabilization of bending and cluster modes
not being actively controlled.
System Design
A control system was designed on the basis of the design
philosophy outlined previously in this report. Both point
trajectory simulation and analytical studies were conducted as
part of the design effort. These studies were performed at the
critical flight times and included the structural modes indicated
in table 7-
System Description.- The S-IB-201 control system utilizing
first and second bending mode adaptive tracking filters is shown
in figure 28. Consistent with the objective of maintaining rigid
body performance levels obtained with the conventional S-IB-201
system, attitude and attitude rate gain schedules reported in NASA
memo no. R-ASTR-F-_7 are retained, as well as the accelerometer
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channel gain and compensation networks required for aerodynamic
load relief. The actuation system transfer function is a third-
order approximation of the S-IB-201 engine dynamics.
The two adaptive tracking filter configurations used for gain
and phase stabilization are also shown on figure 28. For phase
stabilization, two second-order lag-lead networks are employed.
The frequency response characteristics of both first and second
mode filters are shown in figures 29 and 30, respectively. For
gain stabilization, the adaptive tracking filters are configured
as notch filters having the frequency response characteristics
shown in figure 31.
Analytical Design.- Bending compensation requirements were
first established from stability analyses in which no bending
compensation was employed in the attitude and attitude rate chan-
nel. At this time it was verified that the bending detected by
the accelerometer in the load alleviation loop was so heavily
attenuated by the accelerometer filters that it could be ignored
in subsequent stability analyses. Propellant slosh was not con-
sidered initially, although it was recognized that the system
gain should be held as low as possible in the slosh mode frequency
range.
Compensation Requirements: The requirements for bending mode
compensation can be seen from the gain-phase plot of figure 32.
This plot was made at the forty second flight time and illustrates
the requirement for gain stabilization of the fifth cluster mode
shown peaking at 22.09 radians per second. A 4-radian per
second first-order lag network was selected to provide this com-
pensation. The gain-phase plot of figure 33 shows the effect of
this fixed compensation network. Note that not only is the fifth
cluster mode gain-stabilized, but the previously unstable first
and second bending modes have been stabilized. This is a direct
consequence of the forward location of the control sensors. Note
in figure 32 that although both the first and second bending modes
are unstable, their peaks are offset from 180 degrees. This off-
set occurs at all flight times and is produced by the actuation
system lag at 17 radians per second.
In view of the increased uncertainties in the higher frequency
structural mode parameters, a design objective of maintaining at
least 15 dB of gain margin at these frequencies was established.
The addition of the fixed 4-radian lag network in addition to the
17-radian actuator lag, provides a 12 dB per octave roll-off above
17 radians per second and permits this objective to be met. Thus
the control system bandwidth is restricted to the frequencies be-
ing actively controlled, i.e., the first two bending modes.
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Phase Stabilization Configuration: Several possible adaptive
tracking filter compensator configurations were studied as candi-
dates for phase stabilization of the first two bending modes.
These included offset notch and all-pass configurations as well as
the lag-lead configuration shown in figure 28. As the result of
the actuation system and fixed compensation lags previously noted,
use of either offset notch or all-pass filter characteristics
required that the filter center frequencies be offset above the
open loop bending mode frequencies from 30 to 40 percent. The
lag-lead characteristic, on the other hand, is able to provide
almost the exact phase shift required to achieve maximum closed-
loop damping of the mode without this frequency offset. In addi-
tion to this desirable phase characteristic, a total of 8 dB of
attenuation is produced above the second mode bending frequency
by the lag-lead compensators.
Gain-phase plots illustrating phase stabilization of the first
two structural modes of the S-IB-201 at the flight times listed in
table 7 are presented in figures 34 - 38. (The dashed portions of
these curves are interpolated.) A review of these plots reveals
that although the first and second modes are indeed phase-
stabilized, the gain of the second mode is so low that only a
nominal improvement in second mode damping is obtained. This
illustrates a significant point. Consider, for example, the zero-
second plot (figure 34). Note that the fifth cluster mode peaks
near 180 degrees. The gain margin at 20 radians is 20 dB. Any
attempt to increase the gain at the second mode frequency at
16 radians would be reflected in a tradeoff in fifth cluster mode
gain margin.
The results of the phase stabilization analytical design were
verified by fixed-point simulation studies at the critical flight
times. The same vehicle model used for the simulation was also
used for the analytical design. Closed loop damping ratios
obtained with the lag-lead configurations are summarized in
figure 39. It should be noted that an open loop structural damp-
ing of 0.01 was assumed for all modes.
Interaction between the first and second mode filters and
tolerance to frequency offset were also investigated. For a _20
percent frequency offset, negligible interaction between the first
and second mode tracking filters was observed. The effect of
filter offset on the damping ratio of the mode being controlled
is shown in figure 40 for the 80-second flight time.
Gain Stabilization Configuration: The results of gain stabi-
lization with the notch filter configuration of figure 28 are
presented in the gain-phase plots of figures 41 - 4_. Note that
at the 140-second flight time (figure 45), the third bending mode
2O
peaks at 180 degrees with 14 dB of gain margin. Assume that the
fixed compensation lag is removed. The result would be to shift
the third mode peak about 80 degrees to the right (phase-lead)
with a gain increase of about 20 dB resulting in a 40-radian per
second instability. This third mode problem at burnout was the
dominant reason for including the fixed compensation network in
the gain stabilization system configuration.
As was done for phase stabilization, the analytical design
i_sults were v_i_±_=_ _ a ..... -_ ..........................
effect of tracking filter interaction was investigated as well as
the system tolerance to ±20 percent frequency offsets. As was
noted in the discussion of phase stabilization, interaction in
terms of the frequency offset of one filter affecting the other
was slight. However, offset of the first mode filter below the
first bending mode rapidly drives the system unstable near the
first bending mode frequency as shown in figure _6. This
destabilizing tendency results from the phase-lead introduced
by the notch filter above the notch frequency, and demonstrates
the requirement for precisely tracking the bending mode frequency.
Slosh Mode Effects: The effect of propellant slosh on sys-
tem stability was investigated by adding the dominant S-IB-201
propellant slosh mode (SIV-B Lox tank) to the vehicle model used
in the initial design studies. The results are presented for
both phase and gain stabilization in figures 47 through 56.
These plots verify the assumption that the primary effect of
propellant sloshing is a slight reduction in the rigid body gain
margin. A secondary effect of the SIV-B Lox mode is an increase
in the bending mode frequencies and a reduction in the bending
mode gain caused by inertial coupling through the slosh mode.
This results in a slight reduction in the closed loop bending mode
damping from the values indicated in figure 39.
Trajectory Simulation
A real-time trajectory simulation was conducted to evaluate
the performance of the control system configurations for both
phase and gain stabilization. The simulation was from launch to
burnout and included the first three bending modes, the fourth and
fifth cluster modes, and the SIV-B Lox tank slosh mode. The equa-
tions used in this simulation were simplified by eliminating non-
essential coupling terms, and are summarized in Appendix B. A
standard NASA 12-kilometer wind profile (memo no. ASTR-F-65-6)
with a sharp-edged gust at 75 seconds was also simulated.
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Multiplier type demodulators were used for both first and
second bending mode adaptive tracking filters. Limiters were
also employed to restrict the frequency tracking ranges to reason-
able values. The frequency ranges established by these limits are
6 to 14 radians per second for the first mode filter_ 16 to 24
radians per second for the second. The tracking filter frequen-
cies were nominally centered within these ranges at I0 and 20
radians per second respectively.
A difficulty was encountered during the trajectory simulation
study of the phase stabilization configuration. As a result of
insufficient bending mode excitation and improved bending mode
damping, the dominant oscillatory mode occurring in the system was
the propellant slosh mode. Consequently, the first mode filter
tended to track the slosh mode frequency. This tendency was
minimized by incorporating additional high-pass filtering in both
inputs to the demodulators of the adaptive tracking filters. The
additional filters are defined by the following transfer
functions:
First mode demodulator filters:
G(s) =
S2
S2 + 2 (0.I) S + i
102 I0
Second mode demodulator filters:
G(s) = S2
S2
-- + 2 -_Q-_-_ S + I
202 20
These filters were retained in the adaptive tracking filters used
for gain stabilization, although subsequent analysis of the gain
stabilization results indicate that they were probably not
nece ssary.
Phase Stabilization.- Figure _7 illustrates the ability of
the adaptive tracking filters in a phase stabilization configura-
tion to simultaneously track and improve the damping of the first
two bending modes. In this figure the bending modes are excited
by a pulsed thrust angle deflection at the 80-second flight
time. The trajectory was fixed at this point, and to clarify the
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resulting transient responses, propellant slosh was not included.
Both first and second mode filters are initialized well below the
bending frequencies. With this frequency offset, the closed loop
damping of both modes is approximately equal to their open loop
damping of 0.01. As the filters track to the bending frequencies,
the damping improves, as indicated by the almost linear decrement
of the first bending mode transient. Note 81so, that the fre-
quencies to which the filters tracked very nearly coincide with
the open loop frequencies of the first two bending modes.
Trajectory recordings are presented in figures 58 through 68
for nominal and off-nominal bending mode parameters. Runs were
made with the adaptive tracking filters not tracking and tracking
to demonstrate any improvement obtained by tracking the bending
mode frequencies. As an additional aid in interpreting the tra-
jectory recordings, gain-phase plots are presented in figures 69
through 72.
Trajectory runs made with nominal bending mode parameters are
shown in figures _8 and 69. Although, when excited at 75 seconds,
the first mode adaptive tracking filter tracked from an initial
frequency of 10 radians per second to 9 radians per second, no
significant improvement is noted. This is substantiated by the
gain-phase plots of figure 69 which approximates the situation
just prior to and following excitation by the sharp-edged gust
at 7_ seconds. The plots illustrate that when the filter tracked
to 9 radians per second it centered the first bending mode peak,
but the closed loop damping of the mode did not change
significantly.
Trajectory runs made with the first bending mode frequency
reduced 20 percent are presented in figures 60 and 61. The
trajectories reflect the same observations noted in the previous
paragraph, and are substantiated by the gain-phase plots of
figure 70. It is interesting to note that the first mode track-
ing filter did not track down to the open loop frequency of 7.35
radians per second. If it had, the filter phase characteristic
would have centered the mode.
Trajectory runs made with the first mode frequency increased
are presented in figures 62 and 63.
Figure 64 is a trajectory run with the first mode bending
slope increased 6 decibels. This run illustrates an interesting
sequence of events which can be described with the aid of the
gain-phase plots of figures 71 and 72. Note that at 80 seconds
the first mode tracking filter initially tracks to about 8 radians
per second. As can be seen in the gain-phase plots of figure 71,
when the first mode filter tracks to this frequency, the first
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mode phase margin (IO radians per second) is increased. Referring
again to the trajectory recording, as the first mode damps out,
the predominant remaining oscillation is that of the SIV-B Lox
tank slosh mode. The filter then attempts to track down to the
slosh mode frequency and drives into the 6-radian per second
limit, where it remains until the first bending mode is again
excited near IO0 seconds. The first mode filter detects this
oscillation and tracks to about 8 radians per second, again damp-
ing the mode. As at 80 seconds, once the bending mode has been
damped, the slosh mode oscillation attracts the first mode filter,
which subsequently drives into the lower frequency limit. The
first mode filter remains at this limit for the rest of the tra-
jectory, since at the higher flight times, the mode is inherently
gain-stabilized. The situation at T = I00 seconds is illustrated
by the gain-phase plots in figure 72. The dashed curve shows the
situation with the first mode tracking filter at its lower limit.
As a result of the filter having tracked this frequency, it no
longer provides the lag necessary to keep the first mode fre-
quency centered at zero degrees, thus causing a reduction in phase
margin at 9.2 radians per second. Consequently, a closed loop
peaking occurs near this crossover frequency to which the first
mode filter tracks. When the filter tracks to 8 radians per
second, the first bending mode is again centered.
The tracking performance of the second mode adaptive tracking
filter for off-nominal second bending mode parameters is illus-
trated in figures 6_, 66, and 67.
Gain Stabilization.- Gain stabilization trajectory recordings
are presented in figures 73 through 83 for nominal and off-nominal
first and second bending mode parameters. Trajectory runs are
presented with the adaptive tracking filters both tracking and not
tracking. Gain-phase plots are also provided in figures $4
through 87, as an aid in interpreting the trajectory runs. The
same frequency tracking limits used for the phase stabilization
system were used in the gain stabilization study.
Figures 73 and 74 are trajectory runs made with nominal bend-
ing mode parameters. Note in figure 74 that when excited by the
gust at 7_ seconds, the first mode filter tracks down and then back
up to about 9.6 radians per second. This sequence is explained by
the gain-phase plots in figures 84 and 8_. Figure 84 illustrates
the situations prior to the disturbance and after the first mode
filter has tracked to 9.6 radians per second. Note that
initially, the first mode was phase-stabilized as a result of
initializing the first mode filter frequency above the open loop
bending mode frequency. After the filter tracks to 9.6 radians
per second, the mode is gain-stabilized. Figure 8_ is a gain-
phase plot illustrating the situation when the first mode filter
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is located at 8.4 radians per second, the frequency to which it
tracks before settling out at 9.6 radians per second. What
apparently occurs, is that when the system is excited by the
sharp-edged _st, the first mode filter tends to track down to
this frequency. However, as the filter center frequency is off-
set below the bending mode frequency, the phase lead introduced
at the bending mode frequency destabilizes the mode, thus forcing
the tracking filter back to the bending mode frequency and gain-
stabilizing the mode.
_igllr_ 75_ 7_ _a 77 o_e *_o_* ......... _ings made --_-
the first bending mode frequency reduced 20 percent. The
trajectory run of figure 7_ was made with the first mode slope at
its nominal value. The situation of the system with and without
tracking is illustrated at 80 seconds in the gain-phase plots of
figure 86. Note that as a result of the first bending mode being
initially phase stabilized, the first mode notch filter tracked
to the closed loop frequency of the phase-stabilized system and
tended to center the mode near zero degrees. Gain stabilization
is never actually achieved in this case. The trajectory runs of
figures 76 and 77 were made with the first mode slope increased
6 decibels. In neither case was stabilization achieved, although
in figure 77 propellant sloshing caused the first mode filter to
track to the low frequency limit. The gain-phase plots of
figure 87 show that when the filter tracks below the first bend-
ing mode frequency, the first mode is destabilized.
Figures 78 and 79 are trajectory runs made with the first
mode frequency increased 20 percent and the first mode slope in-
creased 12 decibels. These two recordings demonstrate the ability
of the first mode adaptive tracking filter to gain-stabilize a
first bending mode instability.
Figure 80 is a traiectory run made with the first bending mode
frequency nominal and the first mode slope increased 9 decibels.
Figures 81, 82, and 83 are trajectory runs made for off-
nominal second bending mode parameters.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Analytical and computer studies were conducted to define the
operating characteristics of the adaptive tracking filter. Three
variables which were analyzed in detail and are used to describe
the filter characteristics are:
• Tracking error
-
• Harmonics in output signal
These variables are dependent on the type of frequency dis-
crimination filter utilized in the tracking loop, the loop gain,
the type of demodulator employed, and the characteristics of the
input signal.
No tracking error exists if the input signal contains only
one frequency component. If the input signal is comprised of two
frequencies, the tracking error can be computed knowing the rela-
tive amplitude and frequency separation of the two input compo-
nents and the dampingratio of the second-order filter pole.
Under certain conditions it is also required to know the initial
natural frequency of the filter. The error is dependent (to a
small extent) on the type of demodulator utilized. Results from
computer studies show that a small improvement in tracking
accuracy can be achieved with the chopper or double chopper type
demodulators as compared to the multiplier type demodulator.
However, due to the complexity of the equations, only the multi-
plier type was analyzed in detail.
Three different frequency discrimination filters are available
in the adaptive tracking filter configuration. The output of one
of the three filters is the reference input to the demodulator.
The three filters have characteristics of high-pass_ low-pass_ and
all-pass filters. Selection of a particular filter is determined
by the application. For the S-IB-201 control system application_
the high-pass filter was utilized because it was necessary to
filter out the rigid body and propellant slosh signal frequencies
as much as possible.
The adaptive tracking filter utilizes one second-order filter
to accomplish both frequency identification and control (shaping).
Because of this dual function, the damping ratio of the filter
poles must be selected as a compromise between tracking error and
desirable gain and phase characteristics for the shaping network.
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If a large damping ratio is used (favoring the control function),
then it Is possible, under certain conditions, for the filter to
track to other frequencies present in the input signal. This
occurence can destabilize the overall system. As a consequence
of the above, it was concluded that two separate filters should be
employed to accomplish the two required functions independently.
The two filters would be frequency slaved.
The dynamics of the tracking loop (which are related to the
identification time) are those of a first-order system. The time
constant is dependent on the specific type of demodulator being
used. For the multiplier type demodulator, the time constant is
proportional to the product of the initial filter frequency and
the damping ratio squared divided by the square of the input sig-
nal amplitude. With the chopper demodulator, the time constant
is proportional to the same system parameters, although the damp-
ing ratio and input signal amplitude appear as the first power in
lieu of the second power. The time constant of the double chopper
demodulator system is the same as that of the chopper demodulator
except it is independent of the input signal amplitude. The
criteria for an acceptable identification time that was used in
the launch vehicle simulation studies was that identification take
place within five cycles of the particular body bending mode being
identified. This criteria was satisfied in practically all cases.
The cases where identification required longer than five cycles
were when the bending mode amplitudes decreased rapidly because
of large closed loop damping.
The harmonics present in the filter output result from the
demodulation and multiplication processes. The amplitude of the
harmonics are proportional to the loop gain of the tracking system
and inversely proportional to the input signal frequency. The
computer studies of the S-IB-201 model vehicle showed that the
harmonics were of negligible magnitude (based on the criteria of
a five cycle identification period) and could be neglected for
purposes of linear stability analyses of the vehicle.
Two adaptive control systems were designed for the S-IB-201
launch vehicle using adaptive tracking filters. In both systems,
tracking filters were designed to track the first and second bend-
ing mode frequencies. Both the attitude and rate gyro were
located at the instrument unit. The first system gain stabilized
the first and second bending modes from launch to first stage
burnout. F_r ±20 percent variations in the bending mode fre-
quencies, the first bending mode slope margin was _ dB with the
first mode frequency 20 percent low, and 12 dB with the first mode
frequency 20 percent high. The second system phase stabilized the
first two bending modes from launch to first stage burnout. For
±20 percent variations in the bending mode frequencies, the first
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bending mode slope margin was 2 dB with the first mode frequency
20 percent low and 12 dB with the first mode frequency 20 percent
high. For both the gain and phase stabilization systems, the
second bending mode slope margin was greater than 12 dB for all
cases.
In both the gain and phase stabilization control systems, the
overall stability, when subjected to first mode frequency and
slope variations, was determined by the "high frequency rigid
body" going unstable and not by the stability of the first bending
mode. Because the rigid body mode frequency was outside the
designed operating range of the first mode tracking filter, the
adaptive phase stabilization system has basically the same first
mode slope margin as the MSFC conventional system.
Based on the results of this study, the adaptive tracking
filter system offers certain potential advantage as a control
system for large flexible launch vehicles and should be considered
for possible future applications. In order to further improve the
capability and performance of the tracking filter system, it is
recommended that work in the following areas be performed:
e Analyze and evaluate a tracking filter system using two
frequency-slaved second-order filters.
• Analyze the filter characteristics using chopper and
double chopper type demodulators.
• Design the tracking filter to operate over the frequency
interval covering the high frequency rigid body mode as
well as the first bending mode range.
• Investigate the use of separate adaptive filters in the
attitude, rate, and load alleviation loops.
• Study the utilization of an adaptive tracking filter
control system to eliminate the redesign effort for
vehicle changes and payload modifications.
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Figure 58A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
Nominal Bending Parameters, Filters Not Tracking
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Figure _8B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
Nominal Bending Parameters, Filters Not Tracking
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Figure _9A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Phase Stabilization_
Nominal Bending Parameters_ Filters Tracking
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Figure 59B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
Nominal Bending Parameters, Filters Tracking
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Figure 60A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Phase Stabilization_
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent_ Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 60B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 61A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Phase Stabilization_
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent_ Filters Tracking
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Figure 61B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent_ Filters Tracking
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Figure 62A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Phase Stabilization_
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent_ Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 62B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent, Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 63A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Phase Stabilization_
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent_ Filters Tracking
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Figure 63B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent, Filters Tracking
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Figure 64A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Phase Stabilization_
First Mode Slope Increased 6 dB_ Filters Tracking
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Figure 64B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
First Mode Slope Increased 6 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 6_A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Phase Stabilization_
Second Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent_ Filters Tracking
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Figure 6_B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
Second Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, Filters Tracking
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Figure 66A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
Second Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent, Filters Tracking
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Figure 66B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
Second Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent, Filters Tracking
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Figure 67A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Phase Stabilization_
Second Mode Slope Increased 12 dB_ Filters Tracking
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Figure 67B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
Second Mode Slope Increased 12 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 68A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent, Second Mode Frequency
Decreased 20 Percent, First and Second Mode Slopes
Increased 6 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 68B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Phase Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent, Second Mode Frequency
Decreased 20 Percent, First and Second Mode Slopes
Increased 6 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 73A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
Nominal Bending Parameters, Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 73B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
Nominal Bending Parameters, Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 74A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory,Gain Stabilization,
Nominal Bending Parameters, Filters Tracking
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Figure 74B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
Nominal Bending Parameters, Filters Tracking
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Figure 7%A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, First Mode
Slope Nominal, Filters Tracking
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Figure 7_B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, First Mode
Slope Nominal,, Filters Tracking
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Figure 76A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, First Mode
Slope Increased 6 dB_ Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 76B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent_ First Mode
Slope Increased 6 dB, Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 77A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, First Mode
Slope Increased 6 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 77B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization
First Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, First Mode
Slope Increased 6 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 78A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent, First Mode
Slope Ineremsed 12 dB, Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 78B. S-iB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Gain Stabilization_
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 percent, First Mode
Slope Increased 12 dB_ Filters Not Tracking
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Figure 79A, S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory_ Gain Stabilization_
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent_ First Mode
Slope Increased 12 dB_ Filters Tracking
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Figure 79B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Frequency Increased 20 Percent, First Mode
Slope Increased 12 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 80A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Slope Increased 9 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 80B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
First Mode Slope Increased 9 dB, Filters Tracking
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Figure 81A. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
Second Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, Filters Tracking
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Figure 81B. S-IB-201 Launch Trajectory, Gain Stabilization,
Second Mode Frequency Reduced 20 Percent, Filters Tracking
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TABLE 1
AMPLITUDE OF DC AND SECOND HARMONIC COMP0hrENTS
OF DEMODULATOR OUTPUT
ein = A sin _a t, er = C sin (COat + _)
Demodulator Type
Multiplier
ed = er • ein
Chopper
= SGN __(er) •ed ein
Double Chopper
ed = SGN (er) • SGN (ein)
Amplitude of
DC Output
AC cos
2
2A cos
7[
Amplitude of
2_ Component
a
AC
2
2A %/10 - 6 cos 2_
2 %/2 2 2#
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TABLE 6
AMPLITUDE OF OUTPUT HARMONICS FOR A NOTCH FILTER
ein : sin (9t) + sin (3t)
G(s,_Op) =
S 2
--_+1
03
P
s2
--+ +I
2 oo
COp p
Tracking
Gain K
a
I0
I0
Dampin_
Ratio _p
0.2
0.I
0.2
0.I
Average
Filter
Natural
Frequency
po
8. 911
8.978
8.911
8. 978
Amplitude of Harmonics
(rad/sec)
(3)
1.203
1.366
I. 010
1.o_i
(9)
O.lO_
0.276
o.o_9
0.026
(.___)
0.160
O. 286
0.016
(21)
0.02_
0.011
o.oob
o.oo8
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APPENDIX A
HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF THE ADAPTIVE TRACKING FILTER
This appendix presents a harmonic analysis of the adaptive
tracking filter for an input comprised of two sinusoidal signals.
The analysis leads to an infinite set of linear algebraic equa-
tions for the amplitudes of the infinite number of harmonics in
the output of the filter. Since the higher order harmonics tend
to zero, they can be neglected, and a finite number of equations
is obtained. A digital computer program is used to solve the
resulting set of equations.
Figure A-I is a simplified block diagram of the adaptive
tracking filter. The differential equation of the filter can be
obtained by writing the equations for the outputs of the two sum-
ming amplifiers and combining these equations using the rules for
differential equation "multiplication". The two equations are:
_p dt_COpl ein + 2_p _pp + eI
(A1)
-eou t = lae I + ;_
b ep + ep dt kePl
(A2)
Rearranging (AI) and (A2) gives
e'l /2_D _D_ el
-ein = o--_ + - +p _P _3p/&l
(A3)
_c I_b-eout = _-_ _I + _pp - _c_o_ + ;tp C°3p/ _I ael
(A_)
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If the filter were time invariant, the transfer function would be
eou t X S2 + XbeDS + X 2
= c a p (AF)
ein S2 + 2_pCOpS + co2
The differential equation for this case is
e'out + 2_p_°p@out + c°2eout = Xc@'in ÷ XbC°P@In + Xa°_2ein (A6)
It is possible to combine (A3) and (A4) to obtain a single differ-
ential equation for the adaptive tracking filter which is similar
to (A6). Writing (A3) and (A4) in more general form:
die In
ein = i_O ai(t) i (A7)
= dt
eou t = £ bj(t) djelj-b
The form of equation which is needed is
(A8)
m dkeout n dI e
hk(t) k = i_0 gl (t) i___._n_nk=O dt = dt I
(A9)
Substituting (A7) and (AS) into (A9) results in an equation
involving only eI and its derivatives. By equating the coeffi-
cients of each derivative a set of m + n + I equations is
obtained for the m + n + 2 variables, hk(t) and gl(t). One
of these variables can be set to one arbitrarily, since (A9) can
always be divided by one of its coefficients.
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The result of using the above procedure on (A3) and (A4) is
the adaptive tracking filter differential equation:
cop_out (2_P _2 _p)_out _3e+ - + p out
= Accop_in + (Ab pe2- Ac_p)Sin + laC°3pein (ALO)
For the purposes of this analysis, A b = 2_ z and Aa = Ac = I.
A further simplification is made by the substitution,
eou t = ein + e (All)
which, with the above A values, reduces (AIO) to:
•.COpe + - & + _3ep = 2(_ z - ) copein (AI2)
The input is assumed to contain two sinusoidal signals with
arbitrary amplitudes and phase angles and is given by the equation
ein = A I sin eat + A2 cos coat + BI sin cobt + B2 cos cobt (AI3)
The approach to be used is: determine the time-varying coeffi-
cients of (A12); assume a harmonic series solution for e in
(A12), solve for the coefficients of this series by equating terms
having the same frequency, and use (All) to find the amplitudes of
the output harmonics. For simplicity in computer programming,
input frequencies are restricted to integer values unless the
amplitude of one of the frequencies is zero.
It is convenient in what follows to represent all signals
appearing in the filter by a single harmonic series in exponential
form; e.g.,
k
X(t) = _ x i exp (Jnx1_t) (AI4)i=l
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where _o is the largest common subharmonic of both _oa and _ob
(i.e., _oa = Vo and cob = qm, where p and q are integers).
Since integer frequencies are used, this subharmonic always
exists. The results of writing e. n and ein in the form of
(A14) are given by tables A1 and A[.
Unless the tracking loop gain is extremely high, harmonics in
the demodulator reference are small compared to the input, and
their influence on the frequency tracker can be neglected. Hence
the assumption is made that the tracking loop is unaffected by the
harmonics which are in the filter. The reference input to the
demodulator er can then be approximated by evaluating the steady
state transfer function between the input and the reference at the
input frequencies. The transfer function is
2
-_oi (AI )
where _ is an input frequency. Table A3 summarizes the results
of writi g er as an exponential, harmonic series.
The demodulator output is the product of ein and er, and
it is related to the rate of change of filter frequency by a gain
constant :
_p = K a • er • ein (AI6)
The various frequency components of _p are listed in table A4.
The component identified by the • in this table must be zero
for the steady state assumption to remain valid. Hence
(a2c I + alc 2 + a4c 3 + a3c 4) = 0 (AI7 )
Evaluating (AI7) in terms of the system parameters leads to
the following polynomial which may be solved for _po' the average
filter natural frequency.
(_a_-B_0_o+(A_a+ ___ a_
- 2-2 2 2 B204b + 2_2 2 2 ,_2_2 2 2_ 4
- WA <pOJae b + _ eaeb - ._ £peaCOb# C0po
(__.2 4 2
+ _ qp_Oa_ b - & _a_b -
(A18)
where,
A 2 2 2
= A I + A 2
2 3 2.
The evaluation of _D, eD, _D and .epein is straightforward,
and the result of this-comp_tati5n is glven in tables AS, A6, A7,
and A8.
Substituting these series into the system differential equation:
_ eiex_(Jnei_t_
[ )]+ 2(p i=_l fi exp (Jnfiet) - i___l di exp (Jndiet
+ [_i=l gi exp lJngi_t)] e = 2(_
z - _p) b i exp (Jnbi_t
(AI9)
A-_
The unknown e is assumed to be expressible as a series of
harmonics of the base frequency e :
+00
e -- E
n:-oo
cn exp (Jn_t)
+00
$ = _ Jnmc n exp (Jnmt)
n:-oo
+oo 2 2 exp (Jnmt)
: _ -n _ cn
n:-oo
(A2o)
Substituting (A20) into (AIg):
-<o2 _ _ ein2Cn exp J n + nei mt
i=l n=-oo
+ J2<pO_ i=l_ n+--_-% finCn exp [J In + nfil _t]
jco _i=l n=-co_ dincn exp [J (n + nd )_Oti
+ _ giCn exp j n + n cot
i:l n:-oo gi -
36
: 2(< z - (p) _ bi exp {Jnbio_t)
(A21)
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I
This equation can be solved by equating coefficients of the
same frequency. To do this, it is first necessary to shift the
infinite series on the left hand side of the equation in such a
way that a single frequency will result for any value of n. For
example, the first term above with i = 1 and m = n + nel
becomes:
o ___ eln2Cn at -
-_o_ L exp J n + ne]
n=-oo I. _ -
+00
2 ( )2 exp (J_ot)
-co m=-oo_ eI m - nel cm _ ne I
(A22)
Since m is a dummy variable, and its range is infinite, it
can be renamed "n".
Shifting all the infinite series in (A21):
-_o _ n - c
i:l n - nel
exp (j_ot)
n=-oo i=l fi (n- nfi)Cn - nfi
exp (jn_t)
+oo 8
E E di{n
n:-eo i:l - nd) Cni - nd.
1
exp (jnet)
+oo
+ _ giCn - n
n:-co i:l gi
exp (jncot)
= 2 (_z- _P) i:l_ bi exp (Jnbi,_t)
(A23 )
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Equation (A23), evaluated for each value of n, is a linear
algebraic equation in up to 91 (=9+2_+8+49) unknowns, depending
on how many of the terms nei, nfi, -- are different• The set
of equations obtained by equating the coefficients of like fre-
quencies (letting n assume various values) may be written in
matrix form:
n : I
n = 0
n = -I
D
"'" Yl,-I Yl,0 YI,I
"'" YO,-I Yo,o YO,I
• "" Y-I,-I Y-I,0 Y-I,I
X
cI
cO
c I
1_i
x 1
x 0
x_ 1
(a2_)
It is impractical to write a general expression for the Yi,j
and x i above, since in a given problem, many of the terms in
(A23) will combine• For example, if ea = 3, COb = 1 then
P = 3, q = l, and o0 = 1. Referring to table ao, note that such
terms as nf3 = -3P + q and nf4 = -2p - 2q are the same in this
problem• Thus the terms J2_p_Of 3 (n - nf3) and
J2 pO0f4 (n - nf4) in (A23) will add with other terms to form the
matrix coefficient of the nth row and the n - nf3 = n - nf4 = ---
n + 8th column• Note that in this matrix the row and column in-
dexing starts at the center•
While the infinite matrix equation determines all unknown
harmonic amplitudes (Cn) , only the first few harmonics are of
interest• Since the higher order harmonics tend toward zero, the
matrix may be truncated at some nma x to obtain the lower
A-8
harmonics. The method used has been to increase nma _ until the
amplitude of the highest harmonic of interest does not change
significantly as nma x is further increased.
The computational difficulty in evaluating the matrix equation
and solving it for the c's, has been overcome with the use of a
digital computer. The program, written in Fortran IV for the
UNIVAC ll07 , first computes the value of all the variables given
in tables A1 through AS. Then for each matrix element Yi,j,
tables A] through A7 are searched for harmonics correspondlng to
the row and column being computed. _en a match is found, the
Yi _ element value is increased by the table value multiplied
'
by {he approprlate coefficient in equation (A23). The right-hand
side of the matrix equation is similarly computed by searching
table A8, multiplying the table value by 2(_ z - _ ), and adding
the result to the appropriate x i element value. T_e matrix equa-
tion is solved using conventional techniques.
Results of using this program, for both a single-frequency
input and the two-frequency input, are presented in the main body
of this report.
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TABLE A1
ein = i_i ai exp (Jnai°t)=
i nai
1
3
+p
-p
+q
-q
a i
A2/2 - JAI/2
A2/2 + JAI/2
B2/2 - JBI/2
B2/2 + JBI/2
TABLE A2
eln = i_l= h i exp lJnhlcot)
1
3
nh i
+p
-p
+q
-q
h i
Jnal°_a 1
Jna2_a 2
JnaB_a 3
Jna%_a %
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TABLE A3
4
er = _=i ci exp lJnci°°t )
i n
c i
I +p
2
-p
+q
-q
c i
alF (J nal_ )
a2F (Jna2_ )
a3F (Jna3_ )
A-I$
TABLE A4
i
1
2
3
6
7
8
nd
+2p
-2p
+2q
-2q
+p
-p
+p
8
+q
-q
-q
+q
di
KaaiC i
Kaa2C 2
Ka_c.
a 3 3
Kaa4C 4
K a (a3c I + alc 3)
K a (a4c 2 + a2c 4)
K a (a4c I +alc 4)
K a (a3c 2 + a2c 3)
K a (a2c I + alc 2 + a4c 3 + a3c4)
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TABLE A[
9 (j ne
_°p = i=_ ei exp i_t)
i n
ei
1 0
2 +2p
3 -2p
4 +2q
5 -2q
6 +p +q
7 -P -q
8 +p -q
9 -P +q
e i
(D
po
dl/J ndl_°
d2/J nd
2
d3/J
nd 3
d4/J nd4(°
ds/J nd co
d6/J nd6°°
d7/J
nd 7
ds/J nd8_
A-J6
TABLE A6
_2 _ fi exp (Jnf)P = i=l i cot
i
1
2
3
6
7
8
9
lO
ll
12
13
nf i
-3p -q
-3P +q
-2p -2q
-2p
-2p +2q
-P -3q
-p -q
-p +q
-P +3q
-_q
-2q
0
2q
fi
2
e3
2e3e 7
2e3e 9
2
2e3e _ + e7
2ele 3 + 2e7e 9
2
2e3e 4 + e 9
2e_e 7
2ele 7 + 2e3e 8 + 2ese 9
2ele 9 + 2e3e 6 + 2e4e 7
2e4e 9
2
e5
2ele 5 + 2e7e 8
2
eI + 2e2e 3 + 2e4e 5 + 2e6e 7 + 2e8e 9
2ele 4 + 2e6e 9
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TABLE A6. - Concluded
i
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
nf i
P
P
P
P
2p
2p
2p
3P
3p
4p
4q
-3q
-q
+q
+3q
-2q
+2q
-q
+q
fi
2
e4
2ese 8
2ele 8 + 2e2e 7 + 2ese 6
2ele 6 + 2e2e 9 + 2e4e 8
2e4e 6
2e2e 5 + e_
2ele 2 + 2e6e 8
2
2e2e 4 + e6
2e2e 8
2e2e 6
e 2
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TABLE A7
m3 = gi exp Jngimt
i
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
lO
ll
12
13
n
gi
-6p
-_p
-4p
-4p
-4p
-3P
-3P
-3P
-3P
-2p
-2p
-2p
-q
+q
-2q
+2q
-3q
-q
+q
+3q
-4q
-2q
gi
eBf 1
e3f 2 + e7f 1
e3f 3 + e9f I
e3f 4 + esf I + e7f 2
e3f 5 + elf I + e7f 3 + egf 2
e3f 6 + e4f I + e9f 3
eBf 7 + e_f 2 + eTf 4
e3f 8 + elf 2 + esf 3 + eTf _ + e8f I + e9f 4
e3f 9 + elf 3 + e4f 2 + e6f I + e7f 6 + e9f 5
e3flO + e4f 3 + egf 6
e3fll + esf 4 + eTf 7
e3fl2 + elf 4 + esf 5 + eTf 8 + e8f 2
+ egf 7
e3fl3 + elf 5 + e2f I + e4f 4 + esf 6
+ e6f 2 + e7f 9 + e8f 3 + e9f 8
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TABLE AT. - Continued
i
14 -2p
I_ -2p
16 -p
17 -p
18 -p
19 -p
20 -p
21 -p
22
23
2%
n
gi
+2q
+%q
-_q
-3q
-q
+q
+3q
+_q
-6q
-%q
-2q
gi
e3fl% + elf 6 + e%f_ + e6f 3 + eyflO
+ e9f 9
e3fl_ + e%f 6 + e9flO
e_f 7 + eTfll
elf 7 + e3f16 + e_f 8 + eTf12 + e8f %
+ e9fll
elf 8 + e2f 2 + e3f17 + e%f 7 + e_f 9
+ e6f % + eTf13 + esf _ + egf12
elf 9 + e2f 3 + e3f18 + e%f 8 + e_flO
+ e6f _ + eTfl% + esf 6 + e9f13
elflO + e3f19 + e%f 9 + e6f 6 + eTfl_
+ e9fl%
e%flO + egfl_
e_fll
elfll + e_fl2 + eTf16 + e8f=/
elfl2 + e2f 4 + e3f20 + e%fll + e_fl3
+ e6f 7 + eTfI7 + esf 8 + egf]6
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i26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
n
gi
0
2q
4q
6q
P -Sq
p -3q
p -q
P +q
p +3q
p +Sq
2p -4q
TABLE AT. - Continued
gi
elfl3 + e2f _ + e3f21 + e4f12 + e_fl4
+ e6f 8 + eTf18 + e8f 9 + e9fi7
elfl4 + e2f 6 + e3f22 + e4f13 + e_fl_
+ e6f 9 + eyf19 + e8flO + e9f18
elfl_ + e4fl4 + e6flO + e9f19
e4f15
esfl6 + e8fll
elfl6 + e2f 7 + e_fl7 + e6fll + eTf20
+ esfl2
elfl7 + e2f 8 + e3f23 + e4fl6 + e_fl8
+ e6fl2 + e7f21 + e8fl3 + e9f20
elfl8 + e2f 9 + e3f24 + e4fl7 + e_fl9
+ e6fl3 + e7f22 + e8fl4 + e9f21
elfl9 + e2flO + e4fl8 + e6fl4 + e8fl5
+ e9f22
e4fl9 + e6fl5
e2fll + esf20 + e8fl6
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36
37
38
39
40
4-2
43
n
gi
2p -2q
2p
2p +2q
2p +%q
3P -3q
3P -q
3p +q
_p
TABLE AT. - Continued
gi
elf20 + e2f12 + e5.f21 + e6f16 + eTf23
+ e8f17
elf21 + e2f13 + e3f2_ + e4f20 + e_f22
+ e6f17 + eTf24 + esf18 + egf23
elf22 + e2f14 + e_+f21 + e6f18 + e8f19
+ e9f25
e2fl_ + e4f22 + e6f19
e2f16 + e_f23 + e8f20
elf23 + e2f17 + e_f21 + + e6f20 + e?f2_
+ e8f21
elf24 + e2f18 + e4f23 + e6f21 + e8f22
+ e9f2_
e2f19 + e4f2_ + e6f22
e2f20 + e_f2_ + e8f23
elf2_ + e2f21 + e6f23 + e8f24
A-22
TABLE A7. - Concluded
i
46
_7
48
48
ng i
4p
_p
_p
6p
+2q
-q
+q
gi
e2f22 + e4f2_ + e6f24
e2f23 + e8f2_
e2f24 + e6f25
e2f25
TABLE A8
P i--_ bi exp jnbi_t
I
3
6
7
8
nb.
1
-4p
-4p
-3P
-3P
-3P
-2p
-2p
-q
+q
-2q
+2q
-3q
-q
b°
1
h2f I
h2f 2 + h4f I
h2f 3 + h3f I
h2f 4 + h4f 2
hlf I + h2f _ + h3f 2 + h4f 3
h2f 6 + h3f 3
h2f 7 + h4f 4
hlf 2 + h2f 8 + h3f 4 + h4f 5
A-23
i9
I0
II
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
TABLE A8. - Continued
nb i
-2p
-2p
-p
-p
-p
-p
-p
P
P
P
P
+q
+3q
-4q
-2q
+2q
+4q
-Sq
-3q
-q
q
3q
5q
-4q
-2q
+2q
bi
hlf 3 + h2f 9 + h3f 5 + h4f 6
h2flO + h3f 6
h2fll + h4f 7
hlf 4 + h2f12 + h3f 7 + h4f 8
hlf 5 + h2f13 + h3f 8 + h4f 9
hlf 6 + h2f14 + h3f 9 + h4flO
h2f15 + h3flO
h4fll
hlf 7 + h2f16 + h3fll + h4f12
hlf 8 + h2f17 + h3f12 + h4f13
hlf 9 + h2f18 + h3f13 + h4f14
hlflO + h2f19 + h3f14 + h4f15
h3fl 5
hlfll + h4f16
hlfl2 + h2f20 + h3f16 + h4f17
hlfl3 + h2f21 + h3f17 + h4f18
hlfl4 + h2f22 + h3f18 + h4f19
A-24
26
27
28
29
3o
31
32
33
34
3_
36
TABLE A8. -- Concluded
P
2p
2p
2p
2p
3p
3p
3p
4p
4p
_p
nb i
+4q
-3q
-q
+q
+3q
-2q
+2q
-q
+q
b i
hlfl5 + h3fl9
hlfl6 + h4f20
hlfl7 + h2f23 + h3f20 + h4f21
hlfl8 + h2f24 + h3f21 + h4f22
hlfl9 + h3f22
hlf20 + h4f23
hlf21 + h2f25 + h3f23 + h4f24
hlf22 + h3f24
hlf23 + h4f25
hlf24 + h3f25
hlf25
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APPENDIX B
S-IB-201 VEHICLE EQUATIONS AND DATA
Vehicle equations and data used in the Phase I study were
supplied by Marshall Space Flight Center. With the one exception
of assuming all aerodynamic loading to be concentrated at the
rigid body aerodynamic center of pressure, the equations used are
identical to the complete set of pitch-yaw equations appearing in
NASA memo no. R-ASTR-F-65-6.
Figure B-I defines the relevant vehicle geometry_ figures B-2
and B-3 define the rigid body and bending coordinate system
employed. The complete set of vehicle pitch plane equations are
as follows:
Pitching Moment Equation:
+ x <xo - Yi (XG)] _i
+ 57.3Ix _k msklsk_k + 57-3Ix(F - D) _k _rusk Ek
(BI)
Acceleration of Vehicle C.G. Normal to Flight Path:
qSC N a
R' a F , (XG)•_ = F - D _R + 9 + }-_" m Yi i
57-3 m 57.3 m 57.3 m i
msk
k
(B2)
B-1
SloshinK Equation (k th slosh mode):
2 ½k "
_k = -2_skesk_k- esk_k + 57.3 _R +
-z"- _ Yi (Xsk)_i
i
(B3)
Bending Equation (i th mode):
R'Y i (x G)
_'i: -2_Bi%i_i- _i_i + _7.3Mi _
+
SEYi (xG) + IEY_ (xG) ..
57.3 M i _k msk- _ Yi <Xsk)_'k
qSC N qSC N
F
+ _ii Yi (XG) _ Yi (XG)qJ
B_)
Control Sensor Equations (At Instrument Unit):
Attitude Gyro:
: _R - 57.3 _ z[ (xi_)ni
i
(BS)
Rate Gyro :
: _R- 57.3 _i Yi (XIu)9i
(B6)
B-2
Accelerometer :
qSCNam R' I57-3 a + _7.3 m _ - _vA_ ?R + _ Yi (xlU) _'i
i
[FY_ (xG) ]F- D y, (xlU) _ _ _ ruski [ m m i i k -'m-- _ k
(B7)
Angle of Attack:
a = _R + aW - 57.3 _m
(B8)
These equations were used for all point trajectory studies. For
the launch trajectory simulation, certain simplifications were
required to fit the problem on a single fully-complemented
EAI 231-R analog computer. This was accomplished by eliminating
nonessential coupling terms. The equations thus simplified are
as follows:
Pitching Moment Equation:
_R = -Cla - C2_ +
_7._ FF
llGYi (x G) -
Ix L YI (XG)] _I
msk
+ _. _ msklsk _" + _7.3 (F - D) ]K] _ _k
Ix k x Ix 'k
(B9)
Acceleration of Vehicle C.G. Normal to Flight Path:
qSC N a
"" F-D_R + R' a -Z = 5'7.3 m 57.3 m _ + 57.3 m k
(mo)
B-3
Sloshing Equation:
• . eo
-Z- Y1 (Xsk) ql
@@ .
+ _sk_ _R +
(ml)
First Mode Bending Equation:
2 R'YI (XG)
_I = _2_Bl_Blql - _Bl_l + ......_7.3 M1
SEY I (x G) + IEY _ (x G) rusk
+ 57.3 M I _" - _k -_I Y1 (Xsk) _k
_i + I) th Mode Bending Equation:
q i+l = -2_Bi+IC°Bi+l i+l
2
- _Bi+lqi+l +
R'Y_+I (XG)
57.3 Mi+ 1
(B12)
+ SEYi+I <xQ)+ IEq+l (xo)
_7.3 Hi+1
(B13)
Control Sensor Equations:
Attitude Gyro:
i
(xlU) qi (Bl_)
Rate Gyro:
= dR - _7.3 q (Xiu) _i
i
(B15)
B-_+
Accelerometer:
qSC N a
YT - _7.3 m
R T
+ _7-3 m __ - 1A _ [FYim(XG)
k
(BI6)
AnKle of Attack:
a : _R + aW - 57.3 _ (BI7)
m
Data was supplied for the S-IB-201 vehicle payload combina-
tion. All structural mode data was obtained from NASA memo no.
R-ASTR-F-65-6. As a result of reviewing this data, it was deter-
mined that the bending problem was adequately described by the
first three bending modes (1B, 2B, 3B) and the fourth and fifth
tank cluster modes (4C, _C). This determination was made by
assuming that each mode was uncoupled and being forced at its
natural frequency by the control engines. The relative amplitude
of each mode detected by a rate sensor located at the instrument
unit (Sta 1690) was then used as an indication of the relative
significance of each mode. This relationship, readily obtained
from equations (B4) and (B6), is
Yi (XG) 1 yi (Xiu) (BI8)
_i (IU) = R'_ _7.3 M i 2_BiCOBi I
By assuming a unit thrust amplitude (R'_ = I) and a damping
ratio of 0.01 for all modes, this relationship simplifies to
Yi (XG)
_i (Iu)_ Mi(OBi Y_ (xlU) (BI9)
Not all of the five modes are equally significant at each
flight time. For the critical flight times at which point tra-
Jectory studies were conducted, the modes listed below are the
most significant, and were consequently those used for the point
studies.
T =0
(1B (IB
( (
(2B T = I00 (2B
( (
(4C (3B
(
(IB
(
T = bO (2B
(
T : 140
(IB
(
(2B
(
(3B
(IB
(
T = 80 (2B
(
(3B
The assumption of uncoupled modes is invalidated when the con-
trol system loop is closed. However, the inherent attenuation
resulting from compensation networks and the actuation system tend
to increase the frequency weighting, thus further reducing the
significance of the higher frequency modes.
Propellant slosh mode data was obtained from NASA memo no.
R-ASTR-F-65-6. A review of this data indicated that the dominant
slosh mode was that of the SIV-B Lox tank. This was verified by
examining the effect of each slosh mode on the first mode bending
frequency. The amount by which the first mode frequency changed
was used as an indication of the relative coupling of each slosh
mode.
The complete set of data used in the Phase I study is summar-
ized in tables B1 through B8. Included are the five structural
modes previously noted and the SIV-B slosh mode.
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Figure B2. Rigid Body Coordinate System
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Figure B3. Bending Coordinate System
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BODY STATION - INCHES
Station-
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